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The Galloping Charleston: 
The Physicality of the Female New Yorker Columnist 

 
 In a 1925 New Yorker column on nightclubs, Lois Long confesses that she might stage “a 

complete collapse” thanks to the case of the “galloping Charleston” that she has contracted.  In 

spite of her reported weariness, Long takes the time to disparage the performance she witnessed 

at the club, observing that these show girls “apparently don’t know that anyone who does the 

Charleston now must do it exceptionally well.”  This withering appraisal betrays Long’s self-

consciousness about her performance of modern femininity within the pages of the New Yorker, 

a role she played “exceptionally well.”  Within this verbal dance contest, Long both lambasts the 

unrelenting and unreflecting physicality of the flapper and also proposes that the columnist can 

perform the role of modern woman even better herself. 

 In the double voice facilitated by irony, New Yorker columnists Long and Dorothy Parker 

both lament their embodied femininity and claim it as a token of their particular aptitude for 

celebrity.  They place their imagined bodies center stage in columns that supposedly address 

other topics; Parker was the New Yorker’s book reviewer, the Constant Reader, while Long was 

a restaurant and fashion writer who signed her columns “Lipstick.”  The success of these 

columns depended on the authors’ marketability as iconic modern women.  By embracing 

dowdiness, as Parker does, or by highlighting sexiness, as Long does, both humorists use 

virtuosic rhetoric to exaggerate and then dismiss their bodies. 

 I argue that this strategy responds to the hyper-embodiment of women represented 

visually in modern print culture, the elongation of the female body in Art Deco advertisements 

and the diminution of the sexy flapper in cartoons.  Long and Parker employ feminine 



masquerade, a strategy of self-representation that psychoanalyst Joan Riviere attributed to 

modern women who wished establish professional credentials without affronting male 

colleagues.  Treating femininity as an adopted performance rather than an inescapable 

inheritance, Long and Parker create a version of journalistic authority as a feminine prerogative 

rather than a usurpation of masculine privilege.  But in the textual moments when they most 

intensely claim the body—in Parker’s Gothic mode or Long’s wry flirtation—these columnists 

reveal that these lineaments are ephemeral, that the author behind the proposed body is still 

nowhere to be seen.  With this twist, this textual vanishing act, Long and Parker mock both the 

media culture of spectacle and the literary hierarchies that would typecast the modern woman. 
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